We describe an extension of the DeepMind Kinetics human action dataset from 400 classes, each with at least 400 video clips, to 600 classes, each with at least 600 video clips. In order to scale up the dataset we changed the data collection process so it uses multiple queries per class, with some of them in a language other than english -portuguese. This paper details the changes between the two versions of the dataset and includes a comprehensive set of statistics of the new version as well as baseline results using the I3D neural network architecture. The paper is a companion to the release of the ground truth labels for the public test set.
Introduction
The release of the Kinetics dataset [6] in 2017 led to marked improvements in state-of-the-art performance on a variety of action recognition datasets: UCF-101 [9] , HMDB-51 [7] , Charades [8] , AVA [3] , Thumos [5] , among others. Video models pre-trained on Kinetics generalized well when transferred to different video tasks on smaller video datasets, similar to what happened to image classifiers trained on ImageNet.
The goal of the Kinetics project from the start was to replicate the size of ImageNet, which has 1000 classes, each with 1000 image examples. This proved difficult initially and the first version of the dataset had 400 classes, each with 400 video clip examples. There were two main bottlenecks and they were related: (a) identifying relevant candidate YouTube videos for each action class, and (b) finding classes having many candidates. Problem (b) was particularly acute and exposed inefficiencies with the way videos were selected -querying YouTube for simple variations of the class names, by varying singular/plural of nouns, adding articles (e.g. "catching a ball" / "catching ball"), etc. These problems have now been overcome, as described in the sequel.
The new version of the dataset, called Kinetics-600, follows the same principles as Kinetics-400: (i) The clips are from YouTube video, last 10s, and have a variable resolution and frame rate; (ii) for an action class, all clips are from different YouTube videos. Kinetics-600 represents a 50% increase in number of classes, from 400 to 600, and a 60% increase in the number of video clips, from around 300k to around 500k. The statistics of the two dataset versions are detailed in table 1.
In the new Kinetics-600 dataset there is a standard test set, for which labels have been publicly released, and also a held-out test set (where the labels are not released). We encourage researchers to report results on the standard test set, unless they want to compare with participants of the Activity-Net kinetics challenge. Performance on the combination of standard test set plus held-out test should be used in that case, and can be be measured only through the challenge evaluation website 1 . The URLs of the YouTube videos and temporal intervals of both Kinetics-600 and Kinetics-400 can be obtained from http://deepmind.com/kinetics.
Data Collection Process
The data collection process evolved from Kinetics-400 to Kinetics-600. The overall pipeline was the same: 1) action class sourcing, 2) candidate video matching, 3) candidate clip selection, 4) human verification, 5) quality analysis and filtering. In words, a list of class names is created, then a list of candidate YouTube URLs is obtained for each class name, and candidate 10s clips are sampled from the videos. These clips are sent to humans in Mechanical Turk who decide whether those clips contain the action class that they are supposed to. Finally, there is an overall curation process including clip de-duplication, and selecting the higher quality classes and clips. Full details can be found in the original publication [6] .
The main differences in the data collection process between Kinetics-400 and 600 were in the first two steps: how Kinetics-600 we have released the ground truth test set labels, and also created an additional held-out test set for the purpose of the Activity-Net Challenge.
action classes were sourced, and how candidate YouTube videos were matched with classes.
Action class sourcing
For Kinetics-400, class names were first sourced from existing datasets, then from the everyday experience of the authors, and finally by asking the humans in Mechanical Turk what classes they were seeing in videos that did not contain the classes being tested. For Kinetics-600 we sourced many classes from Google's Knowledge Graph, in particular from the hobby list. We also obtained class ideas from YouTube's search box auto-complete, for example by typing an object or verb, then following up on promising auto-completion suggestions and checking if there were many videos containing the same action.
Candidate video matching
In Kinetics-400 we matched YouTube videos with each class by searching for videos having some of the class name words in the title, while allowing for variation in stemming. There was no separation between the class name and the query text, which turned out to be a limiting factor: in many cases we exhausted the pool of candidates, or had impractically low yields. We tried matching directly these queries to not just the title but also other metadata but this proved of little use (in particular the video descriptions seemed to have plenty of spam). We tried two variations that worked out much better:
Multiple queries. In order to get better and larger pools of candidates we found it useful to manually create sets of queries for each class and did so in two different languages: English and Portuguese. These are two out of six languages with the most native speakers in the world 2 , have large YouTube communities (especially in the USA and Brazil), and were also natively spoken by this paper's authors. As an example the queries for folding paper were: "folding paper" (en), "origami" (en) and "dobrar papel" (pt). We found also that translating action descriptions was not always easy, and sometimes required observing the videos returned by puta-tive translated queries on YouTube and tuning them through some trial and error.
Having multiple languages had the positive side effect of also promoting greater dataset diversity by incorporating a more well-rounded range of cultures, ethnicities and geographies.
Weighted ngram matching. Rather than matching directly using textual queries we found it beneficial to use weighted ngram representations of the combination of the metadata of each video and the titles of related ones. Importantly, these representations were compatible with multiple languages. We combined this with standard title matching to get a robust similarity score between a query and all YouTube videos, which, unlike the binary matching we used before, meant we never ran out of candidates, although the postmechanical-turk yield of the selected candidates became lower for smaller similarity values.
From Kinetics-400 to Kinetics-600
Kinetics-600 is an approximate superset of Kinetics-400 -overall, 368 of the original 400 classes are exactly the same in Kinetics-600 (except they have more examples). For the other 32 classes, we renamed a few (e.g. "dying hair" became "dyeing hair"), split or removed others that were too strongly overlapping with other classes, such as "drinking". We split some classes: "hugging" became "hugging baby" and "hugging (not baby)", while "opening bottle" became "opening wine bottle" and "opening bottle (not wine)".
A few video clips from 30 classes of the Kinetics-400 validation set became part of the Kinetics-600 test set, and some from the training set became part of the new validation set. It is therefore not ideal to evaluate models on Kinetics-600 that were pre-trained on Kinetics-400, although it should make almost no difference in practice. The full list of new classes in Kinetics-600 is given in the appendix.
Benchmark Performance
As a baseline model we used I3D [2] , with standard RGB videos as input (no optical flow). We trained the model from scratch on the Kinetics-600 training set, picked hyper- The top-1 accuracy on the test set was 71.7, whereas on Test+Held-out was 69.7, which shows that the held-out test set is harder than the regular test set. On Kinetics-400 the corresponding result was 68.4, hence the task overall seems to have became slightly easier. There are several factors that may help explain this: even though Kinetics-600 has 50% extra classes, it also has around 50% extra training examples; and also, some of the ambiguities in Kinetics-400 have been removed in Kinetics-600. We also used fewer GPUs (32 instead 64), which resulted in half the batch size.
Kinetics challenge. There was a first Kinetics challenge at the ActivityNet workshop in CVPR 2017, using Kinetics-400. The second challenge occurred at the ActivityNet workshop in CVPR 2018, this time using Kinetics-600. The performance criterion used in the challenge is the average of Top-1 and Top-5 error. There was an improvement between the winning systems of the two challenges, with error going down from 12.4% (in 2017) to 11.0% (in 2018) [1, 4] .
Conclusion
We have described the new Kinetics-600 dataset, which is 50% larger than the original Kinetics-400 dataset. It represents another step towards our goal of producing an action classification dataset with 1000 classes and 1000 video clips for each class. We explained the differences in the data collection process between the initial version of the dataset made available in 2017 and the new one. This publication coincides with the release of the test set annotations for both Kinetics-400 and Kinetics-600; we hope these will facilitate research as it will no longer be necessary to submit results to an external evaluation server. 
